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Dear Friends & Partners
The Egyptian and regional startup ecosystem is taking off. 
Governments, corporations, and NGOs have realized the importance 
of supporting entrepreneurs and SMEs, which are now widely 
recognized as an important driver for economic growth in both 
developed and emerging markets. As this wave of support builds 
and supplies a robust pipeline of startups, and as these companies 
move gradually through their financing rounds, they need smart 
and patient capital.

KfW, GIZ, and Changelabs have come together to empower the 
next generation of fund managers investing in Egypt. Our mission is 
to help new high potential managers design their offering, hire the 
right team, learn from the best and brightest, and connect with the 
right LPs.

The world is changing, companies are reinventing themselves, driven 
by millennial spending behavior and increasing environmental 
awareness, and business is finally being recognized as a major 
potential force for good - for a better relationship with the 
environment - for better health - for greater independence and 
freedom - for greater development.

As a gateway to the Middle East and Africa, Egypt must take a lead, 
across many sectors, but particularly in the emerging VC sector. 
As one of the largest markets in two key frontier regions, Egypt 
represents an attractive investment opportunity in and of itself but 
also as a lauching pad into neighboring economies. Government 
and private sector stakeholders must come together to create an 
enabling environment for private capital, and local and International 
investors must work hand in hand to unlock value.
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Egypt’s challenges, which are many, are dwarfed by its opportunities. 
We believe entrepreneurship is the ultimate lever that should help 
turn these challenges into opportunities, and ‘smart’ funding is an 
essential component of the ecosystem’s success as a whole. We aim 
to increase the pool of capital available in Egypt and beyond, across 
the early and seed stages through to Series A. We will achieve this 
ambitious goal by bringing together local and global investors on one 
side, while supporting the local and regional ecosystem of emerging 
and established funds. 

The VC University program, with its flagship annual VC Summit 
hosted in Egypt, was designed to help position the country as a 
regional and global leader in the early stage investment space, 
while providing a launchpad for new and emerging funds focused 
on the broader region.

We thank you for your support and hope to count on you as we launch 
the program’s second edition in 2022, 
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In 2021, after assessing the MENA Venture Capital 
landscape, Changelabs partnered with GIZ Egypt, 
Endure Capital and AfricaGrow to bring the 1st VC 
University to the MENA region, designed for the next 
generation of Fund Managers. 

Together with our partners, we delivered the first learning 
program targeting new Venture Capital Funds, which aims to 
equip them with the knowledge and connections they will need 
to kickstart their funds, raise awareness and promote the notion 
of impact investing.
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Karim Samra | Changelabs

“We are putting our stake in the ground as Egypt and 
we’re saying yes we will stand up and we will take a 
leadership role in Africa and the Middle East when it 
comes to Venture Capital.”
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GOUNA BOOTCAMP 

To implement the program, we brought together  
additional leading local and international stakeholders 
committed to the success of the emerging VC landscape 
in Egypt, the Middle East, and Africa.

Tarek Fahim | Endure Capital

“Egypt is the gateway for Africa and at the same time 
it is the gateway for the Middle East.”

85+
Applications

500+
Hours of content per fund

20+
LP introductions per fund

$120M
of new AUM projected to be raised 
(4 fund managers admitted)

EGPYT VC SUMMIT

Industry Stewards

Gala Dinner Sponsors

Main Partners
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We designed an exceptional year-long program 
based on 4 main pillars which combine all the know-
how new Fund Managers need.

Screening
Bootcamp

e-Learning 
Platform

3 day bootcamp

Workshops

Interviews

Screening & selection

Networking

Platform/ Website 

1:1 coaching

Educational video 
learning series

Production & filming 

1 2
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Investor/ LP 
Matchmaking

Egypt VC
Summit

The program included comprehensive learning and 
networking opportunities through an in-person screening 
bootcamp, a digital learning platform, fundraising 
matchmaking, and an industry leading event.

Documentation

Legal support

Introductions 

Pitch to a leading LP

Workshops

GP/LP networking

Media interviews

Keynotes

Panels

Gala Dinner 
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Hany Assaad | Avanz

“We see a huge growth in the VC space. In 2021 there 
were over 604 companies invested in the VC space 
alone, that is more than double in 2020 in terms of 
companies that have received funding in Africa.”
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We launched the program in April 2021 with a broad 
based call to applications across the Middle East and 
Africa. We received more than 85 applicants.

Cubit Ventures is an early stage venture fund backing tech startups driving digital 
transformation in Egypt and North Africa. We invest in inspiring founders who leverage 
local engineering talent, helping them scale with our extensive global network. Our 
strategic alliance with Founder Institute and our extensive ecosystem engagement 
ensures great deal flow, business acceleration, market access, and exit potential via 
our partnerships’ huge network of VCs and portfolio companies.

Propeller is a venture capital firm investing early on in SaaS, enterprise software and 
cloud infrastructure. We are a group of entrepreneurs, technologists and investors 
convinced that the Blockchain will radically alter industries, economies and impact the 
very fabric of our societies. Our team has a wealth of experience in senior leadership 
in large multinational corporations, private equity and venture investment, family 
office management, legal and entrepreneurship building successful start-ups. We 
have come together to take a leading role in the next technological revolution.

Ambo Ventures is a venture capital investment firm raising $50M to invest in impact-
driven and socially responsible startups across different countries in Africa. Our 
intention is to help create self-sustaining ecosystems across our geographies. We 
identify critical obstacles to the creation of value in ecosystems and invest in a 
portfolio of complementary companies that, together, can unblock the value chain. 
Our current deal flow stems from Kenya, Morocco and Nigeria and we’ll be focusing 
on Series A/B, with opportunistic seed investments. We invest in companies that are 
reducing core infrastructure costs and accelerating income growth. Our investments 
protect biodiversity and reduce carbon, empower women, and increase incomes. 
Ambo will be facilitating annual impact metric reporting for our portfolio companies, 
focusing on these core objectives.

After a robust screening and selection process, we 
interviewed the top candidates and selected 4 high 
potential emerging Venture Capital Funds for admission 
into the program.

Significa Ventures is a cross border Venture Capital firm between EU and MENA 
region, with a focus on Spain, Egypt and the UAE, targeting early stage technology 
startups which solve population base problems with innovative solutions. Sectors we 
focus on are Artificial Intelligence, FinTech, Marketplace, Supply Chain, Healthcare. 
We are a team of engineers and finance with technology operations and investment 
management experience. We advise startup founders with the right strategy and 
define the possible exit path. As a cross border VC, we help startups expand to other 
countries across the EU and MENA regions.
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The VC University program started in June 2021 
with an intensive 3-day workshop and networking 
bootcamp in Gouna, in which the 4 Fund Managers 
were onboarded and got the opportunity to deep 
dive into Venture Capital.

Screening
Bootcamp1

We developed a rigorous curriculum in partnership with Endure 
Capital to cover all of the topics required to help emerging 
funds register, fund-raise, and develop their fund documents. 
Topics covered included structuring, fundraising, legal and 
governance, operations, team building, reporting and more...

25
Hours of 
training

15
Funds 
invited

3
Day
workshops

40
Topics 
& subtopics

Date:
01.07.2021 - 05.07.2021

Location:
Gouna, Red Sea
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Tambi Jalouqa | Propeller Inc.

“Being part of VC university has changed the way I look 
at funding, both as a venture capitalist but also the 
relationship between VCs and LPs. The VC University 
team has opened up my eyes to way which I can tell 
the story of my fund better and things to keep in mind 
while approaching LPs. I will cherish the team and the 
experience for years to come.”
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Tarek Fahim 
Managing Partner

Saman Sadeghi
Partner

Wael Nafee
Partner

Douaa Yasin
Head Of Investment 
& VC Department

Ameer Sherif 
VC

Ahmed Sheikha
CEO

Jad El Boustani
Managing Director

Manal Negmeldin
Head of Direct
Channels

Screening
Bootcamp1

15 funds were invited to Gouna for a 3-day retreat consisting 
of hands on workshops, nertworking opportunities and social 
events. Based on the fund performance and progress through 
the bootcamp as well as expert evaluations, 4 funds were 
selected to join the year-long VC University program. 

Ahmed Sedky | Significa Ventures

“I joined VC University as a corporate guy passionate toward 
innovation and used to support tech-startups as a part of 
my daily routine. Yet, building a VC wasn’t a short term goal. 
VC University program shaded the light on the opportunity 
to establish a structured VC. So now, Significa Ventures is 
launched in MENA region aimed to enabled 5000 new jobs, 
give financial access to 1m people, ensure better healthcare 
coverage to another 1m people and save around 440K tons of 
CO2 emission.”
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1:1 Office Hours eLearning Platform
with Berkeley University

e-Learning
Platform

Investor/ LP 
Matchmaking2 3

Following the Gouna Bootcamp 4 funds were invited 
to participate in an accelerated learning experience 
that enabled the Fund Managers to connect with 
world-class experts, and benefit from unparalleled 
access to a network of global mentors,  wide reaching 
investors, and limited partners.

Empowering the Next Generation of Fund Managers

500+

24+ 30+

50+
Hours of content delivered

Hours of direct mentorship 
and coaching delivered

Hours of workshops and 
sessions delivered

LP introductions

Pitches to real LPs Sessions
& Networking

Jade Bouhmouch | Ambo Ventures

“The VC University program not only helped us professionalise 
as a VC firm, it also introduced us to several key mentors and 
contacts in the industry. Through the learnings in the program 
and the relationships we built, Ambo has been able to structure 
our entity, engage individual and institutional investors, 
and make 5 investments. The whole team is grateful for the 
opportunity to participate and would strongly encourage the 
program to any other fund looking to get started.”
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Egypt VC
Summit4 egyptvcsummit.com

The 2022 Egypt VC Summit was a 2 day event which featured 
key players from the VC ecosystem, a showcase of leading GPs 
and startups, panels featuring global leaders, and an opportunity 
for LPs and GPs to connect 1:1

$24.1BN of Capital Represented 

120+
GPs

50+
LPs

60%
of global LPs in 
Egypt for the 
first time

54+
Speakers 

550+
High profile and 
senior decision 
makers
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350+ Individual GP/LP Meetings

Rami Abulnaga | Central Bank of Egypt

“This summit is only a part of a sequence of endeavours 
that we have pursued to portray Egypt as a regionally 
recognised hub for VC investments.”“
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egyptvcsummit.com

4 Panels
Global LPs: Investing in Frontier Markets

Global VCs: Lessons Learned

Bank and NBFI VC Ecosystem Support 

Government VC Ecosystem Support

Egypt VC
Summit4

7 Keynotes

Jeroen Harteveld

Andreas Ruepp

Simone Bauer

Tobias Kauer 

Basel El Hini

Rami Abulnaga Uwe Gehlen

Rafeh Saleh | Cubit Ventures

“ Thank you GIZ, AfricaGrow, Central Bank of Egypt, 
and ChangeLabs for organizing the Egypt VC Summit. A 
much-needed endeavor with Egypt as the key enabler 
connecting the Middle East and Africa’s innovation 
and venture capital eco-system. A great event with 
brilliant speakers topped with a one-of-a-kind LP-VC 
matchmaking activity. Looking forward to participating 
next year and beyond. “

“




